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Parts of the Eye . Here I will
briefly describe various parts of
the eye: Sclera. The sclera is
the white of the eye. "Don't
shoot until you see their
scleras." Professional quality
Human Spine images and
pictures at very affordable
prices. With over 20 million
stunning photos to choose from
we’ve got what you need! The
eye is a complex organ filled
with many different parts. It
gives people the ability to see in
color, in three dimensions, and
in low light. Parts of The
Human Eye. Our eyes are one
of the most significant tools we
use to process the world around
us. They allow us to interpret
shapes, faces, colors, and. The
human eye has been called the
most complex organ in our
body. It's amazing that
something so small can have so
many working parts. But when
you consider how.
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